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Pyrometric consists of :

An installation of ash glazed and 
bisque !red ceramic cones.

Distribution of cones from the 
installation to sites in yet-to-be 
burned landscapes, each carefully 
selected and mapped using current 
!re-predictive research.

Ongoing monitoring of future 
!res to track which pieces undergo 
“chaparral !ring.”

I N T R O D U C T I O N

Pyrometric represents the intersection of artistic and ecological processes. "e project demarks the 
liminal, fuel-laden space between the city and the wild to make visible the e#ects of $ame on landscapes 
and cultures in Southern California. "e cone forms reference both how kiln cones measure temperature 
and how tra%c cones mark boundaries.

As !res grow in frequency and size, Pyrometric anticipates the inevitability of burning that undresses 
landscapes to reveal what previously remained hidden—old peel-tab cans and rodent bones gathered and 
deposited by mange-a&icted bobcats. "e cones mark the intersecting trails of people and deer, rabbits, 
rats, and coyotes, the visible patterns of movement, use, and abuse. By inserting art objects into the path 
of powerful forces we cede a measure of control and wait, sometimes for years, for what we can learn. 

Pyrometric invites viewers to participate in a research performance where each cone in place marks a 
hypothesis to be tested, a reasonable surmise about the future and a means to gather data. 

As a playful, pseudo-scienti!c inquiry into cycles joining humans to natural environments, the initial 
exhibit retains a ritual tone—objects gathered for sacri!ce to !re that is violent, generative, revealing, and 
re!ning. We learn from the example of the “tsunami stones” of Japan—inscribed slabs erected beyond the 
reach of previous catastrophic tides with warnings to the future: “Remember what happened here and do 
not make your homes below this point.” Art can mediate between people and nature. Our chaparral-!red 
ceramics can help calibrate human memory to natural processes.

Pre- and post-!re assessment of site 
and ceramic cone—analysis of glaze 
response to reveal !re conditions such 
as temperature, duration, and oxygen 
level.

Infographic representations of !re 
ecology on the cones and as part of 
the installation.

A website where viewers can track 
particular cones and see graphic and 
photographic post-!re assessments.



P R O C E S S  A N D  M A T E R I A L S

Installation: 
Pyrometricbegins with an installation of !red and un!red ceramic cones along with integrated 
infographic representations of scienti!c and pseudoscienti!c approaches tochaparral !re ecology.

High Fired Ceramics: 
A portion of the exhibit will consist of high !re clay bodies glazed with ash gathered in the wake of 
chaparral !res. Glazes will be keyed to particular chaparral plant species that have evolved in response 
to !re, such as Quercus argrifolia, Hesperoyucca whipplei, and Rhusovata.

Chaparral Ash Glazes: 
"e use of ash gathered from previous !res emphasizes not only the cyclical nature of !re in Southern 
California, but also references the importance of ash glazes in the history of ceramic arts."e exhibit 
will include graphic and textual representations of the chemical and physical properties of ash—a 
reductionist scienti!c approach. In addition, some pieces already !red may represent a more holistic 
understanding of the sources of our ash—bunnies, bobcats, deer ticks, fawns.

Low Fired and Bisque Ceramics: 
Pretested natural ash and other glazes may reveal !re intensity and duration, fuel type and availability, 
and oxygen levels. Post-!re assessments will merge aesthetic concerns with those of science, or 
something like science, or at least alchemy.

Site Assessment:
"e site of each ceramic placement will be documented photographically and mapped. Species 
of plants will be noted as will other items of ecological interest, such as ground squirrel burrows 
and ant hills (ants being frequent !re survivors). "e assessment will lay the groundwork for post-
!re accounting. "e mapping will enable GIS layering of plant communities, proximity to human 
development, and the history of previous !res.

Website/Social Media: 
"e exhibit’s web presence will document the initial installation and outline the site assessment 
processes. Social media will allow the project’s extended community to follow developments over time 
and to see results.



Amiko Matsuo teaches ceramics at California State University, Channel Islands. Her ceramic art 
investigates identity, femininity, and the notion of invented traditions and heritage. Of particular 
interest are cross cultural exchanges occurring throughout ceramic history. Her investigations into the 
history of porcelain production in Japan and Europe reexamine the pluralistic identity of ceramics 
and its roots in globalism and geopolitics. She has exhibited most recently at the Kellogg Gallery in 
Pomona, CA and at the American Museum of Ceramic Art. 
http://www.amikomatsuoceramics.com/

Bradley John Monsma is Professor and Chair of English at California State University, Channel 
Islands. He is the author of !e Sespe Wild: Southern California’s Last Free River (U of Nevada P, 2004) 
as well as many essays on multicultural and environmental literatures and sur!ng.

Blake Gillespie is an NSF supported chemist at California State University, Channel Islands 
who has co-taught a course on the chemistry of ceramics and who has deep interest in the graphic 
representation of scienti!c information.

Luke Matjas is Associate Professor and Chair of Art at California State University, Channel Islands. 
His work regularly incorporates sculpture, drawing, exhibition design, and !lm production. With a 
manufactured and often manu-”fractured” gaze, his ongoing research examines order that has come 
undone, crumpling taxonomies, and historical power struggles that exist on a geological scale. He has 
exhibited most recently at the Santa Barbara Contemporary Arts Forum and the Pasadena Museum of 
California Art. 
http://www.muscroy.com/
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